GUIDELINES TO FILL IN THE AUTHORIZATION FORM

The authorization form you have to fill in and to send to us is the following:

1. About you and your paper:
   - You can choose between “MRS.”, “MISS.” and “Mr.”
   - Surname: Fill in with your first name
   - NAME: Fill in with your last name
   - QUALITY: Fill in with your title, what you are (doctor, professor, student, …)
   - Personal address: Fill in with the address of your lab (for example)
   - You can choose if you are “author”, “co-author” or “entitled” for your paper
   - Work name and description: Fill in with the title of your paper
   - You can authorize INRIA either “to reproduce and to make reproduce”, “to reproduce or to make reproduce”, “to reproduce” or “to make reproduce” your work
   - You can authorize INRIA either “to represent and to make represent”, “to represent or to make represent”, “to represent” or “to make represent” your work
2. About the authorization’s conditions:

- You can authorize INRIA either “to reproduce and to make reproduce”, “to reproduce or to make reproduce”, “to reproduce” or “to make reproduce” your work
- You can authorize INRIA either “to represent and to make represent”, “to represent or to make represent”, “to represent” or “to make represent” your work
- Indicate the nature and the scale of the authorization: Fill in "in HAL INRIA", which is INRIA open archives

3. About the authorization’s duration:

- Precise the duration: The default value is “the legal duration of protection”, but you can enter the duration that you want (one year, 10 years, ever, ...)

4. About the date and the signature:

- In front of “On”: Enter your town and country (for example “On Paris, France”)
- In front of “the”: Enter the date of the day
- Name, surname and signature of the author: Fill in the last field with your first name, last name and signature